Exceptional Experiences: London

Legendary
London

Bond, The Beatles, Bespoke Gin

Exclusive Viewing of the Crown
Jewels: Friendly Beefeaters allow you privileged
access to the dazzling Crown Jewels, secured in
the Tower of London. Pass through the impressive Hall
of Monarchs to the Jewel House for a private viewing of
this priceless treasure trove, as House Wardens share
their wealth of knowledge about the Coronation robes,
the Imperial State Crown, and the world’s largest cut
diamond, the Cullinan I, set in the Sovereign’s Sceptre.
Afterward, enjoy high tea and a tour of St. Paul’s
Cathedral, the church where Charles, Prince of Wales,
married Lady Diana Spencer.

Pride and Prejudice at Luckington
Court: Immerse yourself in the world of
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Jane Austen as you travel with your driver-guide to
Luckington Court, where the BBC production of Pride
and Prejudice, was filmed. Your guide leads you on
an engaging private tour of the manor house (named
“Longbourn Court” in the novel), its extensive gardens,
and the captivating church where Lizzie marries
Darcy. Enjoy a full English afternoon tea before visiting
Lacock, a superbly preserved 13th-century village that
served as the location for the town of Meryton in the
BBC series.

Ultimate Personal Shopping
Experience: Receive a warm greeting from

your personal shopper, who is on hand to show you
some of London’s best boutiques and shopping areas.
Your tailor-made shopping experience includes a full
day with a private car and driver and a VIP visit to NetA-Porter, where you meet some of the most influential
buyers in London fashion. You may choose to shop
at the Louis Vuitton, Burberry, and Stella McCartney
exclusive shopping suites (to name a few), or visit
private members’ boutiques in Mayfair and Chelsea.
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